Science Autumn Term 2 – Separate Physics P6 Radioactivity
Section A: Vocabulary
Tier 3 Vocabulary
alpha particle

A particle made of two
protons and two neutrons,
emitted as ionising radiation.

atom

The smallest neutral part of
an element that can take part
in chemical reactions.

nucleus

The central part of an atom or
ion.

subatomic particle

A particle that is smaller than
an atom, such as a proton,
neutron or electron.

atomic number

The number of protons in the
nucleus of an atom. It is also
known as the proton number.

isotope

Atoms of an element with the
same number of protons
(atomic number) but different
mass numbers due to
different numbers of
neutrons.

mass number

The total number of protons
and neutrons in the nucleus of
an atom. It is also known as
the nucleon number.

beta particle

A particle of radiation emitted
from the nucleus of a
radioactive atom when it
decays. It is an electron.

gamma ray

A high-frequency
electromagnetic wave
emitted from the nucleus of a
radioactive atom.

Section B: Atomic structure and Radiation
Structure of an atom

Section C: Nuclear Radiation
Types of nuclear radiation

Atomic Models

Radioactive decay

positron

The anti-particle of an
electron, having the same
mass but opposite charge.
Positron emission is a type of
beta decay

becquerel (Bq)

The units for the activity of a
radioactive object. One
becquerel is one radioactive
decay per second.

nuclear fission

The reaction in which the
nucleus of a large atom, such
as uranium, splits into two
smaller nuclei.

nuclear fusion

The reaction in which nuclei
of light atoms, such as
hydrogen, combine to make
the nucleus of a heavier atom.

chain reaction

The sequence of reactions
produced when a nuclear
fission reaction triggers one or
more further fissions

PET scanner

tracer

A medical scanning technique
that detects gamma rays
caused by the interaction of a
positron from a radioactive
source with an electron.
A radioactive substance that is
deliberately injected into the
body or into moving water. It
allows the movement of the
substance to be followed by
detecting the ionising
radiation emitted.

Background Radiation

Half-life
Sources of background
radiation in the UK

Measuring radiation

Uses of radiation
Use
Smoke Alarm

Type of
radiation
Alpha

Thickness gauges

Beta

Tracers

Gamma

Sterilising medical
instruments
Diagnosing/treating
cancer

Gamma
Gamma

Reason
Ionises air, blocked by smoke
particles
Passes through certain
thickness of materials
Highly penetrating, will be
detected across larger
distances
Highly penetrating, kills
micro-organisms
Highly penetrating, ionises
cells

